
 

Year 2 have had a great start to the school year. All of the children 

have settled in so well and they have worked extremely hard. 

 

 

Literacy  

We have been reading a story called ‘Robin Hood’ which was all about 

how Robin stole money from the rich to help the poor. While reading 

this text we were sent letters from Robin Hood asking us to 

complete a number of writing tasks. We were able to write different 

descriptive pieces of work and eventually we wrote our own version 

of Robin Hood. Recently, we have been learning how to use 

subordinating conjunctions when writing instructions. Robin Hood 

asked us to write a set of instructions explaining how to make a jam 

sandwich so he could make them for his merry men. All of the 

children made their own jam sandwich to help them sequence their 

steps and they were all able to produce a fantastic set of 

instructions. However, our favourite part was when we got to eat our 

own sandwiches! 

 

Numeracy  

This half term we learnt the value of numbers up to one hundred 

using the language tens and ones. Not only could we identify the tens 

and ones in each digit but we were able to use this knowledge to 

answer word problems and problem solve. 

We then moved onto adding and subtracting. We loved using our tens 

and ones sticks to help us add and subtract. To help us with our 

calculations we have made sure we can count forwards and 

backwards fluently. 
 
 
 
 



Geography 

Our geography topic this half term was to look closely at our village 

and investigate why Whitburn is so special. 

In order to help us investigate why Whitburn is so special we looked 

at aerial maps of different parts of the area and pictures. This has 

helped us to identify what we can see in Whitburn, what is far away 

and close to different places in our village and what physical and 

human features are in the village. To help us identify human and 

physical features we walked around Whitburn following our aerial 

maps and labelled what we could see, but we made sure we explained 

if each place was a human or physical feature. 

 

Next half term 

Literacy – Fantasy stories 

Maths – Multiplication and division 

Science – How will 5 a day help me be healthy? 

History – What were people in Whitburn like 100 years ago? 

PE – Ball skills 

ICT - Research 

Design and technology - Can we design our own bedroom door name 

signs? 

RE – Why is light so important at Christmas? 


